Scott’s Confession in Rehab
HE SLEPT WITH HER SISTERS!

- He betrayed Kourtney 40 times
- The shocking pregnancy scare
- Why Kourtney still can’t let him go

Scott bragged he spent nights with Khloé and Kylie
Blake Shelton had a smile on his face. Attending a party in Nashville, Tenn., at around 12:15 a.m. on Nov. 5, he openly held hands with his new girlfriend, Gwen Stefani, as fellow partygoers looked on. “Awesome night tonight,” he later tweeted. “So many great things happening in my life.”

He’s not hiding it anymore. Two months after Life & Style broke the news that he and his fellow coach on The Voice had started a romance, they finally confirmed it. “Blake and Gwen work together and are single and have recently started dating,” his rep told Life & Style on Nov. 4. That night, they stepped out publicly as a couple. “This is major for both of them,” says an insider. “It’s not a fling. It’s real. Blake and Gwen are in love.”

HEATING UP
They’re moving awfully fast. Blake divorced wife of four years Miranda Lambert, 32, in July, and Gwen and husband Gavin Rossdale, 50, are still awaiting a judge’s signature to officially end their 13-year marriage. But their chemistry on The Voice has been intense. “I love you, Blake,” Gwen’s said on-air, and Blake, 39, has gushed about Gwen, 46, in interviews, confessing, “I love her. I mean, I really do.”

With feelings like that, why take it slow? “They are both at the age where they don’t want to mess around,” a source says. “Blake can’t keep his hands off Gwen, and she has a permanent smile whenever he’s around.” When they flew to Nashville together on a private jet the day they confirmed their romance, the source says, “They were all over each other!”

It’s not just physical. “They’ve spoken about moving in together,” says the source. And the couple have written a country song together — about lovers and relationships.

**THE EXES REACT**
Not everyone is thrilled with the new pairing. Despite reports he cheated on Gwen, Gavin is hurt she’s moved on so quickly, the source says. And Miranda was blindsided by both Gwen and Blake’s reps.

---

**Did Miranda Steal Gwen’s Look?**

Guests at a Nov. 4 music awards show did a double take when they saw Miranda’s new ’do, which looked a lot like Gwen’s style from 1999. “Is Miranda’s pink hair an homage to Gwen’s Tragic Kingdom?” one fan tweeted, while another wondered if it was “a dig” at her ex’s new love. Says an insider: “Her hairstylist suggested the pink; he thought it would be fun. Any resemblance to Gwen was a complete coincidence.”
Life & Style Broke the Story First!
Gwen and Blake have just confirmed the news, but Life & Style readers knew about their then-secret romance back in September. As we exclusively reported, after their marriages fell apart, Gwen and Blake went from friends to lovers, with their chemistry obvious on the set of The Voice. “The whole set is buzzing about it,” a source reported.

confirming the romance on Nov. 4, the day she was attending (and performing at) a music awards show, where Blake was also in attendance. While an insider close to the former couple says Miranda “doesn’t care who he dates — she wishes him well no matter who he ends up with,” Miranda admitted onstage, “I needed a bright spot this year” as she accepted an award.

The way Blake and Gwen see it, there’s no point keeping it secret anymore. “Gwen is smitten,” the source says, “and he feels the same. He sees himself settling down with her.”

Made for Each Other
The country singer and the rocker chick seem very different, but insiders say they’re both creative and have similar senses of humor. “Anyone who’s seen them together can tell they’re completely besotted with each other,” says a source.